
office storage solutions



Today’s office environment creates demands for efficiency in filing and document management.
Where filing space was traditionally filled with conventional 4-drawer cabinets, the need for improved
accessibility, space utilisation and information security has generated new storage requirements.
The Atlantic rotary cabinet  provides the solution.

Offering a 40% saving in space and up to 50% reduction in access times, high level security and
good aesthetics the Atlantic cabinet meets the demands of the modern office environment. 

Atlantic cabinets feature double sided Stormor shelving bays which rotate on a central axis to
access either picking face. This allows the operator access to over 10.5 linear metres of filing
without moving, enabling a high filing pick rate. When not in use the cabinet can be locked in the
closed position for secure file storage. If required the Atlantic Cabinet can also be locked in the
open position restricting access to only one of the picking faces.

Unique ‘flipper’ opening action
Conventional Rotary units are fitted with rubber strips which
allow fingers to enter into a locked Rotary and gain access
to the files or valuables. In contrast Atlantic Rotary cabinets
feature a unique opening system which enlarges the space
available at the sides of the picking faces, allowing easy
rotating of the unit by the operator. The lock is opened and
the handle turned and swung out swinging the ‘flipper’ clear
of the shelving units. 
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The contents of 5 four drawer filing
cabinets can be accommodated
in one rotary cabinet.

Atlantic Rotary Cabinets
The high density secure storage solution
for files requiring frequent access

* Depth required 
when rotating 
cabinet is1131mm

� Standard 
(SpeedRange) 
Cabinet size

H x W x D* mm

Cabinet Sizes

Standard Colours

Other ‘House’ colours
available on request.

Swatches shown give an
approximate colour guide only.

Light Grey
RAL 7035

Silver
RAL 9006

1260 x 1145 x 792
1560 x 1145 x 792
1860 x 1145 x 792
2160 x 1145 x 792�

2360 x 1145 x 792
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Standard Stormor Accessories

Under-shelf hanging filing

Document Divider

Under-shelf Divider

Pull-out Filing Cradle

Bin Fronts

General Purpose Divider

Part Height Divider

Pull-out Reference Shelf

� Secure, high-density storage 
for every office

� Ideal when files need to be 
accessed frequently

� Fits the same number of files 
as 5, 4-drawer filing cabinets

� 40% saving in floor space 

� 50% improvement in file 
access times
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Cabinets can be grouped together to create filing blocks



LD-250 - simple high dens
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A footbrake is fitted to each mobile
base within the system - ensuring

mobiles do not move when operators
are within aisles.

Simple push/pull operation.

A low profile aluminium track is
securely fixed directly onto the floor
surface. An end stop is fitted to each
track to control the travel of the end

mobile base.

The LD 250 is designed for
Stormor Shelving. Choose from the
economy of open Mono frames, the

simplicity of one-piece Solo frames, or
the clean lines of Duo frames all of

which can be combined with a wide
range of standard accessories.



ity shelving

maximise storage
in awkward spaces
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Move-a-side LD-250 mobile shelving is ideal in small offices
or awkward shaped area’s such as corridors or alcoves.

Offers all of the space saving advantages of traditional
mobile shelving, with the added bonus of a dramatic
reduction in the number of mobile units requiring movement.

The simple manual, push, pull operation provides an
increase in storage capacity of between 75% and 90% over
conventional static shelving by simply doubling the number
of units against a wall. This system can be extended,
reduced or relocated with a minimum amount of disruption.

� Free up your valuable office 
space

� Increase your storage 
efficiency

� Store the same in 50% of the 
space

� Double the capacity of your 
office storage

� Easy and quick to install

Standard Colour

Optional colours available on request.
Swatches shown give an approximate colour guide only.

Self Colour
Aluminium

Chassis & Tracks

Light Grey*
RAL 7035

*

Shelving Bays

BioCote
Anti-bacterial
Protection
Incorporated in the
painting process,
BioCote inhibits the
growth of potentially
harmful bacteria
and fungi on the 
surface of ‘shared
contact’ furniture.
This helps prevent
bacterial cross-
contamination.

Designed for simple high-density file storage, the LD-250
system is manufactured in the UK to the highest quality
standards and with the attention to detail you expect. 

Installing the LD-250 is fast and done without disruption to
your business. The tracks are laid and fixed directly onto the
existing flooring. 

LD-250 is easily specified, quickly installed and simple to
maintain and operate.

SAVE OVER 

50% 
FLOOR SPACE
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We offer a range of steel storage cabinets in a
variety of styles, sizes and colours to meet the
needs of today's office environment. From side
filers to tambour door units, we offer the storage
solution for every filing situation. 

As well as a choice of standard
or optional colours, units can
be supplied with stainless steel
or perspex fronts, creating
unique and individual
office solutions.

1950mm High Tambour Door

Side tambour doors feature a unique design which with
the key removed allows the handles to be fully retracted,
to give a clear open storage of 900mm in a 1000mm
cabinet. While the additional handle fitted onto the rear
fascia allows the blind to be easily closed again.

Tambour Door Cabinets
Side opening tambour cabinets have
been designed to maximise storage
capacity and make the most of valuable
office space. Tambour blinds retract into
the cabinet’s sides utilising less space. 

Unlike conventional cupboards, they
have no doors that open outwards to
cause obstructions. They are available in
6 heights with a choice of standard and
optional colours and finishes.

Standard Cabinet
Colours

Tambour Units have either
Light Grey or Silver

coloured blinds

Optional ‘House’ colours
available on request.

Swatches shown give an
approximate colour guide only.

Light Grey
RAL 7035

Silver
RAL 9006

steel storage cabinets
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Two and Three Drawer Filing Cabinets

Filing Cabinets
A range of four, three and two drawer filing cabinets for
foolscap and A4 filing. Cabinets feature fully welded
construction, double skin drawer fronts and roller ball
bearing slides which provide ultra-smooth action and full
extension for access to the whole drawer. An anti-tilt
mechanism is fitted as standard, allowing only one
drawer to be opened at any one time which avoids the
danger of a unit becoming overbalanced and falling
forwards onto the user. 

1550mm High Cupboard

The locking systems clean modern lines
continue the stylish look whilst giving security.

Cupboards
Range of standard steel cupboards
in 6 heights complete with
adjustable shelves. These are
complemented by a full height
cupboard which combines lateral
drawer storage with a half height
cupboard. Cupboards feature
2-point locking.

Combination Cabinet

4 Drawer Side Filer Cabinet

Handle free
plain fronts.
With a simple
push the
drawer
mechanism
mechanically
opens the
drawer for you.

Side filer
Side filers are ideal for when low level open plan office areas are required. 

The drawers, each supported by heavy duty slides enable 100% extension
and accommodate one row of foolscap suspension files facing sideways
and two rows of A4 files facing forwards.        

Available with 2, 3 & 4 drawers the range features built in anti-tilt functionality
and levelling feet as standard.

The shallow depth compared to a standard 
filing cabinet reduces floor gangway intrusion 
by 23%.

2 Drawer Side Filer



Member Company Member CompanyCertificate No. FM 09409

For further information on Moresecure products, please contact your local distributor:
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storage solutions
Office Storage Solutions are part of our comprehensive portfolio. We can also provide:-

COMMERCIAL SHELVING MOBILE SHELVING JUST SHELVING

PALLET RACKING ANGLE AND SQUARE TUBE
CONSTRUCTION SYSTEMS

SMALL PARTS STORAGE

HEAVY DUTY SHELVING PERSONAL STORAGE COMMERCIAL AND
WORKPLACE EQUIPMENT


